In this paper, we propose a 3D kinetic model (Particle-in-Cell PIC) for the description of the large scale Earth's bow shock. The proposed version is stable and does not require huge or extensive computer resources. Because PIC simulations work with scaled plasma and field parameters, we also propose to validate our code by comparing its results with the available MHD simulations under same scaled Solar wind (SW) and (IMF) conditions. We report new results from the two models. In both codes the Earth's bow shock position is found to be ≈ 14.8RE along the Sun-Earth line, and ≈ 29RE on the dusk side. Those findings are consistent with past in situ observations. Both simulations reproduce the theoretical jump conditions at the shock. However, the PIC code density and temperature distributions are 
Introduction
Shocks in astrophysical systems are mainly non-relativistic shocks (relativistic shocks are not in the reach of man-made spacecraft). They have widths of order of the ion inertial length (c/ω pi ) or ion gyro-radius (v ⊥ /ω ci i.e. resistive scale ∼ 10 −6 mean free path). The collisionless astrophysical shocks is important to understand their effects in dissipating flow-energy, in heating matter, in accelerating particles to high presumably cosmic-ray energies, and in generating detectable radiation from radio to X-rays. 16, 61 .
The Earth's bow shock was proposed by Axford 1 and 32 , since then many theoretical and statistical studies based on space observations have been conducted to study its position and shape for a large set of upstream solar wind plasma and field conditions 22, 27, 30, 31, 39, 40, 42, 52 .
On the other hand , there are many approaches to study the bow shock location, dynamics and physical properties, such as Hybrid models 24, 46, 55 ,MHD models 33, 56, 60, 64 , and PIC models ( 4, 57, 58, 62 ) and the references therein.
Leboeuf et al. 37 was the first to use MHD modeling of the global interaction of the magnetosphere with the solar wind. Over the years these models have increased greatly in their sophistication and scope 28 . The MHD use only ensemble-averaged parameters which assume the distribution of the particles velocity as a collection of several Maxwellian functions as in 65 . Under the influence of the magnetic field where velocity distributions along and across the field lines are generally different ,these calculations do not determine the plasma microphysics 11, 35, 41, 50, 59 .
On the other hand , the ideal MHD theory may removes the capability for the plasma to act electromagnetically. This restriction severely limits the kind of physics one can do with ideal fluid 49 .
Our code (modified from Buneman et al. 14 ) is a PIC code. Global PIC EM code has severe constraints on spatial and temporal scales despite it contained more physics than explicitly assuming Ohm's law. The most limiting of them are ∆x < λ De , c∆t < ∆x/ √ n and ω pe ∆t < 2 , where ∆x is the grid size, ∆t is the time step and ω pe is the electron plasma frequency. However, this method is superior to MHD simulation in some aspects such as in modeling kinetic processes that separate the electrons and ions dynamics 44 , 66 , 19 . For instance, MHD has no fundamental length scale in contrast with PIC simulations for which a gyro-radius can be derived for particles despite the limitation on the mi me mass ratio. In this paper,a Particle-In-Cell PIC is used for the description of Earth's bow shock. The proposed version is stable and does not require huge or expensive computer resources since we are interested in the large scales of the system (1R E ) 5 . The scaled plasmas and fields parameters used in PIC, was also used to validate our code with available MHD simulations.
Simulation Models
In this section a brief introduction of PIC-EM and MHD-GUMICS models is presented. As in our previous work 5 , the current version of the code is capable to form the macrostructure of the Earth's magnetosphere. The MHD model is introduced based on the CCMC requested run (http:
//ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/viewrun.php?domain=GM&runnumber=Suleiman_Baraka_112610_
2). GUMICS-v4 details are also available at Janhunen et al. 29 .
PIC EM Relativistic Global Code
In our simulation, we use the same initial conditions in [12] [13] [14] [15] to generate the macrostructure of the magnetosphere. The radiating boundary conditions is adopted as in 38 and for the charge description inside the box we used the charge-conserving formulas reported by 63 . The same initial and boundary conditions were also used in our previous work [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The grid size in the simulation should take into account the nonphysical instabilities. In our simulation, they are taken care of by Courant Condition (δx, δy, δz >cδt) , which satisfies the inequality 
MHD model: GUMICS
The Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) is a multi-agency partnership. The CCMC provides, to the international research community, access to modern space science simulations. In addition, the CCMC supports the transition to space weather operations of modern space research models. More information about CCMC can be found here ( http://ccmc.gsfc.
nasa.gov/)
GUMICS is a global solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling model. Its solar wind and magnetospheric part is based on solving the ideal MHD equations and its ionosphere part is based on solving the electrostatic current continuity equation. Advanced numerical methods such as automatically refined Cartesian octogrid and temporal sub-cycling are used to speed up the computation. The computational box dimension is taken from -224 to +32 R E in GSE X and from -64 to +64 R E in Y and Z [ 36, 47, 48 , official website is here (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ models/modelinfo.php?model=GUMICS).
The inflow boundary conditions are carried out in 5 hours, and the dipole tilt in GSE coordinates is taken to be zero. The initial solar wind velocity is V sw (x) = −500km.sec −1 , the solar wind density is ρ sw = 5.0N.cm −3 . The solar wind temperature is T e,i = 6.7 × 10 5 Kelvin.
The initial IMF value in the MHD code was B z = 6.5nT northward oriented. The top level (in terms of hierarchy ) of the simulation box has a base grid of (8R E ) 3 . Each cell is broken to 8 sub
cells if the refinement exceed a certain limit. The grid size in the magnetohydrodynamics code is changing with the dynamics of the hierarchically adaptive and can reach up to 0.25 R E 29 .
Results
The large scale Earth's magnetosphere is simulated by PIC EM relativistic code in parallel with MHD code. One of the key features of both runs is the structure, position and shape of the Earth's bow shock as depicted in the results. The geometry of the Earth's bow shock resembles bullet-like shape(see Fig. 1 ). Its position was found by both codes to be equal to 14.9R E as measured along the nose direction from planet position , and 29.R E along the dusk direction.
These results are in good agreement with in situ measurements obtained for M A values within the range (8 − 13R E ) along (OX direction) as reported by 51 , and shown in Fig ( 2 panel A) and in Fig (3 panel A) .
On the other hand, we see in 
Analysis and Discussion
Since the early models of the magnetosphere by 21 through 23 until present, statistical, theoretical, observational, and modeling have been extensively used to comprehensively resolve the magnetospheric unsolved problems.
In our case, we don't re-invent the wheel. Our code development has been considered for upgrade for so many years and still in terms of spatial and temporal resolutions. Additional considerations are given to handle physical instabilities and to reduce CPU run time. In the near future, we will have a validated version of the code that is enhanced in terms of spatial and temporal resolutions with real ion to electron mass ratio. In order to keep the physical problem under investigation fixed, one has to adjust all other physical inputs parameters simultaneously.
Because if one changes for example particle density to reduce statistical noises, then all other physical quantities will vary i.e. 18 . This is exactly what has been taken care of in the current case study. The global structure of the collisionless bow shock was investigated by 45 , in their model ions are treated kinetically, whilst electrons are treated as a massless fluids. It is worth noting that they used 2.5D simulations. Two spatial dimensions and 3D for velocity and currents. Another work consider the magnetosphere simulation by 2.5D was reported by 43 . They reproduce the magnetosphere. In a recent study by 20 a large scale 3D PIC code is used to study the whole terrestrial magnetosphere using ion to electron mass ratio equal to 1 16 . In the current study a large scale structure of the magnetosphere was recovered but with full 3D simulations, in addition that electrons kinetics are included in the run. In their simulations and ours as well our physical units were scaled to ion inertial lengths and all were successful to recover the large scale magnetosphere.
However the PIC simulation is not a faithful representation of the plasma physics, it is still a must. On the other hand, even with the huge super-computing facilities available nowadays, it is quite impossible to simulate real magnetosphere. Thus scaling is an answer as quoted in the above references. After all these years and all these advances in the magnetospheric physics, we still don't know the magnetosphere(private communication recently with Mikhail Sitnov). One can imagine a cuboid of volume of real magnetosphere equal to 1.5 × 10
6 Earth Radii (R 3 E ) is considered for simulation while one is looking for kinetic processes that take place in few 10s of meters. In this paper, a macro-structure of the Earth magnetosphere is successfully simulated.
It is quite clear that we don't have a High-Definition(HD) image with the current scaled values and their corresponding spatial and temporal resolutions, but, for global structure a little blur image is enough to give a glimpse about the considered physical problem in hand. I think if a comprehensive answer is reached in the space plasma physics field, it would have been enough for the community to pursue the discipline any further. We still on the long road to reach out there.
In this section we will analyze the criteria under which the PIC code is used in this study.
The MHD code structure, boundary conditions are well defined in Janhunen et al. 29 . Adopting the analysis in 17 , we simulated a dynamic system that include the bow shock in the macroscopic scale, we made sure that our total run time is very much greater than the ion gyroperiod
ci , where ω ci is the upstream ion gyro-frequency. Typically the shock thickness is of order of few R E , which is very much smaller than the plasma simulation box size.
In Fig 4 panels A Another result we report in the this paper is the magnetic field jump was zoomed in and plotted in the foreshock region Fig 7, where the foot and the ramp of the shock is shown.
Overshoot of the shock didn't appear at this current version of the code. This result compared with analysis of the shock dynamics by 61 . Also another result we report here when the width of the density transition region of the shock was calculated and was found to be ≈ 2 ion inertial lengths(c/ω pi ) as in Fig 8. This result is in full agreement with 2 .This figure is mirror-imaged for comparison reason.
The width of our ramp is 1.7 c/ω pi = L i , which is comparable to the value obtained in
However, it is unambiguously established that many observed thinnest ramps are less than 5c/ω pi thick and there was an apparent trend for lower values as θ Bn −→ 90 0 . The plasma inertia effects is considered in our PIC simulation, as a consequence the length of the simulation box is very much larger than the Debye length λ Dei =(0.11, 0.11), the gyro-radius ρ ce,i =(1. 25, 20) and the inertia lengths One final point is that we can follow the motion of electrons and ions in the self-consistent E and/or B fields obtained from a solution of Maxwell's equations, with relativistic effects are readily included by the use of the Lorentz equation of motion. At this level no approximations in the basic laws of mechanics and electromagnetism is introduced, and thus the full range of collisionless plasma physics is included in such a model 54 , which is the case of the current study.
Conclusion
The results of this study are summarized as the following:
1. The output data of both runs are retrieved and normalized to input plasma parameters.
In this paper, we show distinct features: the bow shock position , jump conditions, plasma density, and fields distributions in specific geometric configurations.
2. Both codes have showed that the bow shock location is found to be at ∼ 14R E along the Sun-Earth line and at ∼ 29R E along the dawn-dusk direction, with a factor 3 in density jump. This result is consistent with in situ observations obtained during similar SW and IMF conditions. as simulated by our cod, the red vertical lines show the density transition scale. The figure is mirror imaged for comparison purposes. Our result is compared with cluster data density transition scale as reported by 2 in Fig 5.4 
